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Abstract
We study rational brations where the bre is an r-dimensional torus and the base is a
formal space. We make use of the Eilenberg{Moore Spectral Sequence to prove the Toral Rank
Conjecture in some cases. c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this note is to present a class of manifolds for which the Toral Rank
Conjecture holds. Recall that for a nite-dimensional connected smooth manifold E we
call rank of E, and denote it by rk(E), the maximum integer r such that there is an
almost free action of the r-dimensional torus Tr on E (see [4, Ch. 5; 8]). Then the
Toral Rank Conjecture is the following
Conjecture 1 (Felix [4, Section 5.2]). Let E be a nite-dimensional smooth simply
connected manifold and let r = rk(E): Then the (rational) cohomology of E has
dimension at least 2r :
Recall that any connected CW-complex M of nite type has a (minimal) Sullivan
model (XM ; d) which computes its rational cohomology, H(XM ; d) = H(M)
(when M is simply connected, XM gives also the homotopy of M , see [1]). Then
we dene rational bration as in [7].
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Denition 1. A rational bration is a couple of maps T i! E p! B between connected
spaces with
 p  i homotopically trivial,
 if we consider the KS model of p and the induced map  ,
XB −−! XB ⊗ V −−! V∥∥∥ ??y’ ??y 
XB −−! XE −−! XT
then  is a quasi-isomorphism.
Morally, T ! E ! B is a rational bration if it has a KS model. We remark that if
T ! E ! B is a bration with B 1-connected, then it is a rational bration [5, Section
6]. We shall henceforth assume that B is always 1-connected.
Now, suppose that T = Tr acts almost freely on E. Then B = E=T is a nite
CW-complex and T ! E ! B turns out to be a rational bration [1, Section 5]. This
allows us to express conjecture 1 in more natural homotopy terms as
Conjecture 2 (Halperin [8, Problem 1.4]). Let T ! E ! B be a rational bration
of nite connected CW-complexes with B 1-connected, in which T = Tr : Then the
rational cohomology of E has dimension at least 2r :
One might say that Conjecture 1 is the geometric version and Conjecture 2 is the
rational homotopy version. Conjecture 2 implies Conjecture 1 but there is no reason
for the converse to hold. The Toral Rank Conjecture 1 is proved in many cases, for
example when E is a product of spheres, a homogeneous space or a homology Kahler
manifold (see [4, Ch. 5]). Let us state our main two results.
Denition 2. For any nite CW-complex B dene even(B) =
P
i0(−1)i dimH 2i(B)
and odd(B) =
P
i0(−1)i dimH 2i+1(B).
Theorem 3. Suppose B is formal. If either even(B) 6= 0 or odd(B) 6= 0; then Conjec-
ture 2 is true for T ! E ! B:
Theorem 4. Suppose B is formal. Write H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fm) for the
even dimensional part of the (rational) cohomology algebra of B: Then m  n: If
either m = n or m = n+ 1 then Conjecture 2 holds for T ! E ! B:
Theorem 4 is a consequence of Propositions 10 and 12 together with Lemma 8. The
paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we give a suitable model for E when B
is formal and T ! E ! B is a rational bration. We use it to prove Theorem 3.
In Section 3 we recall the Eilenberg{Moore Spectral Sequence and use it to prove
Theorem 4. We will assume throughout that all spaces are connected, of nite type and
with nite-dimensional rational cohomology. Basic references for rational homotopy
theory and Sullivan models are [4, 3, 10], rational brations are introduced in [7].
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2. A suitable model for E
Fix a rational bration T ! E ! B with T = Tr . The minimal model of T is
(XT ; 0), where XT = (y1; : : : ; yr), jyij = 1, 1  i  r. Let (XB; d) be the minimal
model of B. By the denition of rational bration, the KS-extension corresponding to
T ! E ! B is
(XB; d)! (XB ⊗ XT ; D)! (XT ; 0); (1)
where (XB⊗XT ; D) is a model (not minimal in general) of E. The KS-extension (1)
is determined by
Dyi = xi 2 (XB)2:
Now let R = Q[z1; : : : ; zr] with jzij = 2, 1  i  r. The algebra morphism R !
H(XB), zi 7! xi makes H(B) = H(XB) into an R-graded module. Geometrically,
this corresponds to the following. As B is 1-connected, the rational bration T ! E !
B is determined by a (rational) classifying map B ! BT , where BT is the classifying
space for the torus T . This gives a morphism of rings R = H(BT )! H(B), which
is the one dened above.
Lemma 5. Suppose B is formal. Then a model of E is given by (H(B)⊗H(T ); d);
d(h⊗ yi) = xi  h⊗ 1: In particular, H(E) = H (H(B)⊗ H(T ); d):
Proof. Consider the model (XB ⊗ XT ; D) of E given by the KS-extension (1). As
B is formal, there is a quasi-isomorphism  : (XB; d)
’! (H(B); 0). Then id ⊗  :
(XB ⊗ XT ; D)! (H(B)⊗ XT ; D) is also a quasi-isomorphism, where D = d. As
XT = H(T ), this means that (H(B)⊗ H(T ); d) is a model of E.
For any graded R-module M we have dened a dierential complex (M⊗H(T ); d),
d(m⊗yi) = xi m⊗1. In general, we can ask whether dim(M⊗H(T ); d)  2r for any
nite-dimensional R-module M . This would give an armative answer to Conjecture 2
for any formal space B.
Note that for an R-module M , we have M = M evenM odd and then (M⊗H(T ); d) =
(M even ⊗ H(T ); d) (M odd ⊗ H(T ); d).
Remark 6. Suppose B is 1-connected. Then the Serre Spectral Sequence for T !
E ! B is the same as the spectral sequence obtained by ltering XB ⊗ XT with
Fp = (XB)p⊗XT , from the term E2 onwards (see [5]). For this spectral sequence,
E;2 = H
(B)⊗H(T ) and d2 is the dierential d given in Lemma 5. E1 is isomorphic
to the cohomology of E (as vector spaces), so when B is formal E3 = E1 and the
Serre Spectral Sequence collapses at the third stage.
Remark 7. In general, for a rational bration T ! E ! B with B 1-connected, nite-
ness of H(B) implies the convergence of the Serre Spectral Sequence at a nite
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stage. Lemma 5 guarantees convergence at the third stage under the condition of the
formality of B. To see that this condition is necessary, take for instance T = T2, B
to have minimal model XB = (x1; x2; u1; u2) ⊗ W5, where jxij = 2, dxi = 0, for
i = 1; 2, du1 = x21, du2 = x1x2, and W and d on W are dened in such a way that
H6(B) = 0. Then there is a non-zero homology class [z] 2 H 5(B), z = x2u1 − x1u2.
Put M = H(B) = M even M odd, where
M even = Qh1; x1; x2; x22i; M odd = Qhzi:
Then 0 6= [z] 2 H (M odd ⊗ XT ; d)H (M ⊗ XT ; d), but the following computation:
d(y1y2x1) = x21y2 − x1x2y1 = (du1)y2 − (du2)y1 = d(u1y2 − u2y1) + z
shows that 0 = [z] 2 H(E). This implies H(E) 6= H (H(B) ⊗ H(T ); d) and the
Serre Spectral Sequence does not collapse at E3 .
Proof of Theorem 3. Put M = H(B). Lemma 5 tells us that the cohomology of E
is H(E) = H (M ⊗XT ; d). As above, we write M = M even M odd so that H(E) =
H (M even ⊗ XT ; d)  H (M odd ⊗ XT ; d). We are going to check that if even(B) 6= 0
then dimH (XT ⊗M even; d)  2r (the other case being analogous). So we can suppose
that M = M even. Give V = XT⊗M the following bigradation: V k;l = (XT )k−l⊗M 2l,
k; l 2 Z. Then d has bidegree (0; 1), so it restricts to V k;. The Euler characteristic of
V k; is (V k;) =
P
l(−1)l
( r
k−l

dimM 2l, so
dimH(E) = dimH (V; d) =
X
k
dimH (V k;; d) 
X
k
j(H (V k;; d))j
=
X
k
j(V k;)j 

X
k
(V k;)
 =

X
k;l
(−1)l

r
k − l

dimM 2l

=

X
l
(−1)l dimM 2l
X
k2Z

r
k − l
 = 2r jeven(B)j  2r :
This theorem covers many examples. For instance, let us recall Example 3 in [4,
Section 5.3]. Consider
B = CP2#    #CP2| {z }
n
; fi : B ! CP2
given by contracting every CP2 expect the ith one. Then pull back the universal
bration Tn = (S1)n ! ETn ! (CP1)n under the map f = f1      fn : B !
(CP2)n ,! (CP1)n to get a rational bration T ! E ! B, with T = Tn. As B is
formal and even(B) = 2− n, Conjecture 2 holds for these brations when n 6= 2. The
case n = 2 can be worked out explicitly. In this case, H(B) = Q[x1; x2]=(x1x2; x21−x22),
with jx1j = jx2j = 2. Then the E2 term of the Serre Spectral Sequence of Remark 6 is
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(the numbers denote the dimensions)

1 2 1
& &
2 4 2
& &
1 2 1
so dim E003 = 1, dim E
2;1
3  2, dim E4;23 = 1. As E1 = E3, we have dimH(E)  4 =
2n (actually we do have equality).
3. Use of Eilenberg{Moore Spectral Sequence
Let T ! E ! B be a rational bration with T = Tr , whose associated KS-extension
is (1). Consider the Koszul resolution of Q given by
K = R⊗ XT =Q[z1; : : : ; zr]⊗ (y1; : : : ; yr);
dyi = zi; jyij = 1; jzij = 2; 1  i  r:
Filter the model of E given by (XB ⊗ XT ; D) with Fp = XB ⊗ pXT . Then we
get a spectral sequence with
E2 = H (H
(B)⊗ XT ; d) = H (H(B)⊗R K; D) = TorR(H(B);Q); (2)
E1 = H
(E) = H (XB ⊗ XT ; D) = H (XB ⊗R K; D) = TorR(XB;Q):
Again, by Lemma 5, if B is formal Er degenerates at the second stage, i.e. H
(E) =
TorR(H
(B);Q). To understand this spectral sequence, consider (R⊗ XB ⊗ XT ;D),
DjXB = d, Dzi = 0, Dyi = 1⊗ xi − zi ⊗ 1. Then
(XB; d)
’! (R⊗ XB ⊗ XT ;D) = (XB; d)⊗ (R⊗ XT ; d)
is a quasi-isomorphism. So we have a KS-extension
(R; 0)! (R⊗ XB ⊗ XT ;D)! (XB ⊗ XT ; D); (3)
where the term in the middle is a model for B and the term in the right a model for
E. Then Er is the usual Eilenberg{Moore Spectral Sequence associated to (3).
Geometrically, this corresponds to the following. Suppose B is 1-connected then the
bration T ! E ! B is determined by a (rational) classifying map B ! BT which
yields a rational bration E ! B ! BT with KS-extension (3) (recall that (R; 0) is
a minimal model for BT ). The Eilenberg{Moore Spectral Sequence associated to this
bration is Er (see [9]).
With this understood, we aim to prove Theorem 4. First a technical lemma.
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Lemma 8. Let S = Q[t1; : : : ; tn] be a polynomial ring, m = (t1; : : : ; tn) maximal ideal,
and f1; : : : ; fm 2 m non-zero elements such that for I = (f1; : : : ; fm); S=I is nite
dimensional. Then m  n: If m = n; f1; : : : ; fn form a regular sequence for S: If
m > n then we can choose g1; : : : ; gm generators of I such that g1; : : : ; gn are a
regular sequence for S:
Proof. Let S0 be the localisation of S at m. Its Krull dimension is Kd(S0) = n, so
by [2, Theorem 11.14], m  n. Now suppose m = n. Since for any local noetherian
ring A and f 2 mA it is Kd(A)−1  Kd(A=f)  Kd(A), we must have Kd(Si) = n− i,
where Si = S0=(f1; : : : ; fi), 1  i  n. To prove that f1; : : : ; fn is a regular sequence
we have to prove that fi+1 is not a zero divisor in Si, 0  i  n − 1. Suppose fi+1
is a zero divisor. Then there must be a minimal prime p(f1; : : : ; fi) with fi+1 2 p.
By [2, Corollary 11.16], ht p  i, so Kd(S=p)  n− i, hence Kd(Si+1)  n− i, which
is a contradiction.
Now suppose m > n. We shall construct g1; : : : ; gn inductively such that they are a
regular sequence and (up to reordering fi) I = (g1; : : : ; gi−1; fi; : : : ; fm). Let g1 = f1.
Suppose g1; : : : ; gi−1 constructed. Then Kd(S0=(g1; : : : ; gi−1)) = n− i+1. Let p1; : : : ; pk
be the minimal primes containing (g1; : : : ; gi−1). Dene
Hj = f = (1; : : : ; m−i+1)=1fi +   + m−i+1fm 2 pjgQm−i+1;
for j = 1; : : : ; k. As i  n, Kd(S0=pj) 6= 0, so Hj is a proper linear subvariety
of Qm−i+1. As a conclusion, there is an element  not lying in any Hj, so gi =
1fi+  +m−i+1fm =2
S
pj. This means that gi is not a zero divisor in S0=(g1; : : : ; gi−1).
We reorder fi; : : : ; fm suitably and repeat the process.
Remark 9. The elements gi obtained in the proof of the previous lemma are not ho-
mogeneous in general, even when the elements fi are so. It is probably the case that
we cannot arrange them to be homogeneous.
Proposition 10. Let B be formal and with nite-dimensional cohomology. Suppose
that H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fn): Then Conjecture 2 holds for T ! E ! B:
Proof. By the discussion above, we only need to bound below the dimension of
TorR(H(B);Q). As in the proof of Theorem 3, this splits as TorR(H even(B);Q) 
TorR(H odd(B);Q), so it suces to prove dim TorR(H even(B);Q)  2r . Put M = H even
(B). As M is an R = Q[z1; : : : ; zr]-algebra, we can suppose that
M = Q[z1; : : : ; zr ; tr+1; : : : ; tr+k ]=(f1; : : : ; fr+k);
where k  0 (it is possible that we have added some algebra generator zj together
with a relation fi = zj, but still we have the same number of generators and relations).
To compute TorR(M;Q) this time we will resolve M . By Lemma 8, f1; : : : ; fr+k is
a regular sequence for the polynomial ring S = Q[z1; : : : ; zr ; tr+1; : : : ; tr+k ]. Then the
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Koszul complex, given by (S ⊗ (e1; : : : ; er+k); d), dei = fi, jeij = jfij − 1, is a free
S-resolution of M . Now, we distinguish between the two cases:
1. If k = 0, the Koszul complex is a free R-resolution and then TorR(M;Q) =
H ((R⊗ (e1; : : : ; er))⊗R Q; d⊗R Q) = (e1; : : : ; er) has dimension 2r .
2. If k > 0, the same argument yields that TorS(M;Q) has dimension 2r+k . Now,
S = R ⊗ T , where T = Q[tr+1; : : : ; tr+k ]. There is a spectral sequence with E2 =
TorT (TorR(M;Q);Q) converging to TorS(M;Q). This is given as follows: resolve Q
as R-module KR
’! Q and as T -module KT ’! Q. Then KR⊗KT ’! Q is an S-resolution
of Q. The spectral sequence is obtained from
M ⊗R⊗T (KR ⊗ KT ) = M ⊗R⊗T ((KR ⊗ T )⊗T KT )
= (M ⊗R⊗T (KR ⊗ T ))⊗T KT = (M ⊗R KR)⊗T KT :
We conclude dim TorT (TorR(M;Q);Q)  2r+k . But dim TorT (N;Q)  2k dimN , for
any nite-dimensional T -module N . Thus dim TorR(M;Q)  2r .
Remark 11. By a result of Halperin [6] (see also [4, Section 2.6]), if B is a formal
1-connected rational space with H(B) = H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fn), then it
has nite-dimensional rational homotopy and (B) = 0. Many properties are known
of these elliptic spaces. Note for instance that such an algebra is always a Poincare
duality algebra. However Proposition 10 is valid also for spaces B with some odd
dimensional cohomology.
Proposition 12. Let B be formal and with nite-dimensional cohomology. Suppose
that H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fn+1): Then Conjecture 2 holds for T ! E ! B:
Proof. Again we want to prove that dim TorR(M;Q)  2r , with M = H even(B). Write
M = Q[z1; : : : ; zr ; tr+1; : : : ; tr+k ]=(f1; : : : ; fr+k+1), k  0, as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 10. Suppose rst that f1; : : : ; fr+k is a regular sequence for S = Q[z1; : : : ; zr ;
tr+1; : : : ; tr+k ]. Put ~M = S=(f1; : : : ; fr+k) and f = fr+k+1, so that M = ~M=f ~M . The
proof of Proposition 10 ensures us that dim TorS( ~M;Q) = 2r+k . Let us consider the
two cases separately:
1. If k = 0, take the Koszul complex for the given presentation of M , i.e. L =
R ⊗ (e1; : : : ; er+1) ! M , dei = fi, jeij = jfij − 1. The main point is that this is not
a resolution (i.e. it is not a quasi-isomorphism). In fact, ~L

= R ⊗ (e1; : : : ; er) is an
R-resolution of ~M and L = ~L
 ⊗ (e) where e = er+1, de = f. Filter L by powers
of e. So we get an spectral sequence with E1 = ~M ⊗ (e) and there is only one
non-trivial dierential ~M ⊗ e ! ~M ⊗ 1, m⊗ e 7! f  m⊗ 1. Then
E1 = ( ~M=f ~M ⊗ 1) (Ann ~M (f)⊗ e)
By Remark 11, ~M is a Poincare duality space. This implies that ~M=f ~M ⊗ Ann ~M (f)
! Q is a perfect pairing, so it gives an isomorphism Ann ~M (f) = ( ~M=f ~M)_ = M_.
Thus H(L) = M M_.
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Now consider the standard Koszul resolution K ’!Q. The bicomplex L ⊗R
K gives two spectral sequences, Er and E

r ,
E

2 = E

1 = L
 ⊗R Q = (e1; : : : ; er+1);
E2 = Tor

R(H
(L);Q) = TorR(M;Q) TorR(M;Q)_:
E1 has dimension 2r+1 and we know that E1 = E1 (as vector spaces), so as E2
converges to E1,
2 dim TorR(M;Q) = dim E2  2r+1;
whence the result.
2. If k > 0, the same argument yields that dim TorS(M;Q)  2r+k . Now, we use
the argument in the second case of Proposition 10 to get dim TorR(M;Q)  2r .
In the general case, Lemma 8 ensures us that we can write M = S=(g1; : : : ; gr+k+1)
where g1; : : : ; gr+k form a regular sequence (these elements gi are non-homogeneous
in general). We can use the same argument that we have used above, but this time
forgetting the degree, i.e. we consider S concentrated in degree 0 and jeij = −1,
1  i  r + k + 1. Also the Koszul resolution K ’! Q has to be graded accordingly.
This does not aect to the computation of the dimension of TorR(M;Q) although it
gives a completely dierent grading.
Remark 13. Let B be a formal 1-connected rational space whose cohomology is H(B)
= H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fn+1). Then B is always hyperbolic (i.e. it has
innite-dimensional rational homotopy). In fact, since f1; : : : ; fn+1 is not a regular se-
quence, there is a non-trivial relation a1f1 +    an+1fn+1 = 0. Take one of minimal
degree. In the bigraded model of H(B), Z0 =< t1; : : : ; tn >, Z1 =< u1; : : : ; un+1 >,
dui = fi and then a1u1 +    + an+1un+1 = dv, for some non-zero v 2 Z2. So Z2 6= 0,
which implies the hyperbolicity of B (see [4, Section 7.4]). The author wants to thank
Greg Lupton for pointing out this to him.
One can hope of proving Conjecture 2 for T ! E ! B, where H even(B) =
Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fn+s), inductively on s, but the argument above does not seem
to generalise.
Remark 14. Let T ! E ! B be a rational bration with T = Tr , but this time
we will not suppose that E and B are nite CW-complexes but only nite type CW-
complexes. Let a stand for the Krull dimension of H even(B). Then the arguments of
this section carry out to prove that dimH(E)  2r−a whenever B is formal with
H even(B) = Q[t1; : : : ; tn]=(f1; : : : ; fm), m = n− a, n− a+ 1.
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